Abstract-For code-division multiple access (CDMA) communication systems, many constrained linear receivers have been developed to suppress multiple access interference. The linearly constrained formulations are generally sensitive to multipath fading and other types of signal mismatch. In this paper, we develop robust linear receivers by exploring appropriate constraints. Multiple linear constraints are exploited to preserve the output energy that is scattered in multipath channels. In addition, a quadratic inequality constraint on the weight vector norm is used to improve robustness with respect to imprecise signal modeling. These constraints can be applied to the minimum output energy (MOE) detector to mitigate the signal mismatch problem and to the decision directed minimum mean square error (MMSE) detector to prevent error propagation and eliminate the need for training sequences at startup. Adaptive implementations for the proposed detectors are presented using recursive least square (RLS) updating in both the direct form and the partitioned linear interface canceller (PLIC) structure. Simulations are performed in a multipath propagation environment to illustrate the performance of the proposed detectors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

L
INEAR detectors for code-division multiple access (CDMA) communications systems have been an active area of research because they offer promising performance with reasonable complexity [1] , [2] . Minimum mean square error (MMSE) detectors [3] - [5] provide multiple access interference (MAI) suppression and robustness to multipath propagation and can be conveniently implemented using decision directed (DD) adaptation. A typical DD-MMSE detector uses a training phase to initialize the detection process and then switches to DD operation. The performance of DD detectors strongly relies on correct decisions. In practice, the receiver does not have knowledge of the channel characteristics at startup, and it is possible that the channel varies in time. Both situations can result in unreliable symbol estimation, which may lead to Manuscript received August 23, 2000 ; revised March 9, 2001 . The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was Dr. Athina Petropulu.
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error propagation. Whenever there is a sudden change in the environment, either by power on of a strong user or a deep fade, the detector has to be switched back to training mode, and another DD phase has to be started later on. The error propagation effect is analyzed in [6] and [7] . Several remedy strategies have been proposed, including the "soft" decision approaches by using multiple clipping thresholds [8] , and by using neural networks [9] . Honig [10] presented a "rescue" algorithm that monitors for sudden changes in the signal space. If a new interferer is detected, the DD adaptation is suspended, and an estimate of the optimal filter coefficients is obtained without a training sequence. An alternative approach based on constrained optimization was developed in [11] by exploiting knowledge of the desired user's spreading codes. The so-called minimum output energy (MOE) detector is a blind adaptive technique that minimizes the receiver's output energy while constraining the response of the user of interest to remain constant. Under ideal conditions, it converges to the MMSE detector without requiring training sequences. However, the MOE detector is very sensitive to signal mismatch and channel distortions and does not perform satisfactorily in the presence of multipath propagation.
An extension of this constrained optimization approach to the multipath case was provided in [12] , where the signal mismatch problem was treated by forcing the receiver response to all delayed copies of the signal of interest to zero. A similar approach was proposed in [13] . The additional constraints alleviate the signal cancellation due to mismatch; however, these methods do not exploit the signal energy that is contained in the delayed copies of the signal of interest and, therefore, do not offer optimal performance. An improvement was proposed where the constraint values were optimized by a max/min approach rather than being set to one or zero [14] . The performance of this method tends to be close to that of the optimal MMSE receiver at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the presence of multipath. However, the complexity is higher due to the use of eigenvalue decompositions.
Adaptive implementations of these linear detectors have been proposed using least mean squares (LMS) and recursive least squares (RLS) techniques. RLS implementations generally converge faster than LMS implementations and appear more attractive for wireless communications, where the environment is complex and constantly changing.
In this paper, we demonstrate that nearly optimal performance can be achieved by robust constrained detectors in the form of both the MOE detector and the DD-MMSE detector. These receivers employ a fixed set of linear constraints that do not need to be optimized, plus a quadratic inequality constraint on the weight vector norm. The linear constraints are fixed to match a nominal multipath profile, and the quadratic constraint provides robustness to the residual mismatch. The MOE formulation with the additional constraints is robust in handling multipath effects, and it has relatively low complexity compared with methods using optimized constrained parameters. For the DD-MMSE detection technique, we apply both fixed and optimized linear constraints so that no training sequence is needed in initialization, nor is switching between the blind adaptation mode and the DD mode needed in case of a sudden change of environment. To increase system robustness in the fixed constraint detector, we also incorporate an additional quadratic inequality constraint on the norm of the weight vector. New RLS update algorithms are developed to implement the linear and quadratically constrained detectors in both the direct form and the partitioned linear interface canceller (PLIC) [15] structure. These robust RLS implementations are based on the variable loading approach proposed in [16] - [19] . A new RLS implementation for the optimized constraint detectors is also presented; it eliminates the need for eigendecomposition by using the deflated projection approximation subspace tracking (PASTd) subspace tracking technique [20] to estimate the required eigenvector.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review linear detection, including DD detection and MOE detection. In Section III, a series of robust linear and quadratically constrained MOE and DD-MMSE detectors are developed. Simulation results are presented in Section IV, and a summary is given in Section V. Adaptive RLS implementations are derived in the Appendices and summarized in Section III.
II. LINEAR DETECTION
A. Problem Formulation
Consider a -user CDMA digital communications system. The received continuous-time baseband signal can be modeled as (1) where we use the following notation: symbol interval; th data symbol of the th user; signature waveform of the th user; additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with unit power spectral density; noise power spectral density. It is assumed that the data symbols are independent, equally likely random variables from a finite alphabet that are independent from . The signature waveform has the form
where we have number of chips per symbol; chip interval; th chip in the spreading sequence of the th user; chip waveform of the th user that has been filtered at the transmitter and receiver and distorted by the multipath channel. Now, define amplitude of th user signal; number of multipath components that are associated with the th user; proportion of the th user's amplitude that is scattered to its th path; time delay of this path; original filtered chip waveform, which includes the effects of the transmit and receive filters. It is assumed to have support on and is normalized so that . Then, can be written as
The desired user is taken to be user 1. Let the integer denote a "worst-case" upper bound on the number of chips spanned by . In an ideal channel, , however, in a multipath channel with delay spread . In general, the code sequence (4) is known for the desired user, as is . We also assume coarse synchronization to the first multipath component for the desired user, i.e.,
. The remaining multipath channel parameters of the desired signal, and all parameters for the other users, are assumed unknown, including the number of users.
The received signal is sampled at the chip rate. A chip-rate linear receiver is generally designed to have a memory length , which is at least as long as the code sequence plus the delay spread. Since we assume is a known upper bound on the delay spread, we can fix . For each symbol, the data is collected into the vector (5) where (6) is the th user's temporal signature vector. The noise component is an zero mean Gaussian random noise vector whose covariance matrix is the identity matrix . In (5), the first user is separated from the remaining users to emphasize it as the desired user. In this formulation, the desired signal energy from the surrounding symbols is modeled as interference to be suppressed. It is not shown explicitly as it can be included as one of the interfering users. With perfect synchronization ( ) and no multipath, we have , and the temporal signature vector of the desired user is proportional to its spreading code vector . When multipath is present, , and will be contaminated with delayed copies of the code vector. It has the form (7) where is the matrix
. . . (8) and is the vector (9) A linear detector weights and sums the samples to produce the output statistic from which a symbol decision is made. For example, in binary phase shift keying (BPSK) systems, a bit decision is made according to sgn (10)
B. DD-MMSE Detection
The linear MMSE detector minimizes the mean squared error between the decision statistic and the desired symbol (11) The MMSE solution is given by [21] ( 12) where is the data covariance matrix (13) and is the cross-correlation vector between and (14) Thus, the optimal MMSE detector has the form (15) In many communications systems, including BPSK systems, the symbol decision is the same regardless of any amplitude scaling of the decision statistic, therefore, any weight vector proportional to will give the same results. In an adaptive RLS implementation, and are estimated from the received data and a training sequence of known data symbols. After the training period, the weights adapt using decision direction. The DD adaptive algorithm works in the following way: At time , the new data vector becomes available, and the most recent weight vector is used to demodulate the received data symbol, i.e., for BPSK systems sgn (16) The tentative demodulated symbol (decision) is assumed to be the true transmitted data symbol and is used like the training sequence in the adaptive update procedure. The performance of DD-MMSE detection is sensitive to correct decisions. Inaccurate tentative decisions arise when the receiver does not have accurate initial knowledge of the channel characteristics and when there is a sudden change in the propagation channel. Both cases lead to error propagation and corrupt future symbol detection.
C. MOE Detection
The MOE weight vector is designed to minimize the output energy subject to one or more constraints that ensure the output gain to the user of interest is held constant. The MOE detector will then minimize the energy of the interference and noise only. The output energy is given by (17) In general, a set of linear constraints of the form are imposed, where is a matrix whose columns define linear constraints on , and is a vector of constraint values. The multiple constraint MOE detector is the solution to the constrained optimization problem
The solution has the form
The MOE detector is equivalent to the linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV) beamformer [22] used in adaptive array processing. An alternative but equivalent structure for the MOE detector is the partitioned linear interference canceller (PLIC) [15] , which is also known as the generalized sidelobe canceller (GSC) [23] . In the PLIC, is decomposed into two components: one in the constraint subspace and one orthogonal to it. The optimal solution in (19) is equivalently expressed by (20) where the vector is the fixed constraint weight vector (21) and is an adaptive weight vector given by
The matrix is an unitary blocking matrix that is orthogonal to , i.e., , and . Let and denote the outputs of the constrained portion of the weight vector and the blocking matrix, respectively. The adaptive weights can also be expressed as (23) where is the covariance matrix of , and is the cross-correlation vector of and . In the PLIC structure, standard RLS adaptation [21] can be applied directly. In the direct form, several techniques have been developed for constrained RLS adaptation, e.g., [24] , [25] .
The MOE detector developed in [11] assumed no multipath was present, and the desired user's signature waveform was equal to its spreading code . A single constraint of the form was used (i.e., , , ). More generally, if the desired user's signature vector is known, a constraint of the form can be used ( , , ), and the MOE detector will be equivalent to the MMSE detector. The difference is in the implementation. In the MOE detector, must be specified explicitly and held fixed during the adaptation, whereas in the DD-MMSE detector, it is estimated from the training sequence and received data. The signature vector depends on the channel characteristics in , which are generally unavailable to the receiver or become inaccurate due to additional multipath components and other types of channel distortions. The MOE detector is very sensitive to signal mismatch and channel distortions and does not perform satisfactorily under these conditions. An extension to multiple constraints to handle the multipath case was developed in [12] and [13] . In [12] , use of the original constraint was suggested to preserve the signal in the first multipath component and additional constraints to force the receiver response to delayed copies of the signal of interest to zero. This is accomplished by choosing , , and . The additional constraints prevent signal cancellation due to mismatch; however, this method does not make use of the energy in the delayed signal components and, therefore, does not offer optimal performance. In [13] , a similar technique was proposed with the and . The constraint vector was not explicitly defined but can be shown to be . Since delayed copies of the code vector are close to orthogonal, is close to being proportional to the identity matrix, and the constraints in [12] and [13] are very similar.
In a generic multiple constraint framework with , the optimal weight vector has the form (24) The optimal choice for is (25) This results in a detector that is proportional to the optimal MMSE detector in (15) . It is not feasible to implement since it depends on the unknown channel parameters in and the data via . In [14] , an improvement to the fixed constraint MOE detector was proposed where the constraint values in were optimized by a max/min approach rather than being a set to one or zero in an effort to obtain a constraint vector close to . This type of MOE detection with variable constraint parameters can be formulated as
The minimization problem finds a weight vector that suppresses interference while preserving the desired signal. The solution to the minimization problem is the weight vector in (24) . The maximization problem then becomes (27) The maximization problem finds the constraints that maximize the signal energy after interference suppression. The norm constraint on is used to avoid a trivial solution. An arbitrary value of one is used as any scaling of results in an equivalent detector. Define as the matrix (28) The optimized is , which is the eigenvector of corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. The optimized weight vector becomes
The optimized represents an approximation to the optimal (MMSE) constraint . It has been shown that the performance of this MOE detector with variable constraints is close to that of the MMSE receiver at high SNR in the presence of multipath [14] . An RLS implementation of this detector was proposed in [26] . The computational complexity is higher than using fixed constraint parameters because it requires an eigenvalue decomposition.
III. ROBUST CONSTRAINED LINEAR DETECTORS
We now develop a series of robust constrained blind MOE and DD-MMSE detectors. We begin with a low-complexity MOE scheme in which fixed constraints are used to preserve the energy in the delayed components, and a quadratic constraint is used for robustness against residual mismatch. Next, we apply similar fixed linear and quadratic constraints to the DD-MMSE detector. The constraints eliminate the need for training sequences and allow for a blind implementation. Last, we apply the optimized constraint methodology to the DD-MMSE detector.
New RLS update algorithms are developed to implement the linearly and quadratically constrained detectors in both the direct form and PLIC structure [15] . These robust RLS implementations are based on the variable loading approach proposed in [16] - [19] under the PLIC structure. The PLIC structure allows adaptation to take place in a reduced-dimensional subspace; however, the data must be transformed into the orthogonal subspace by multiplying it by an blocking matrix. The additional computations in implementing the blocking matrix can sometimes outweigh the savings in weight update computations, particularly when there are a small number of constraints. We develop equivalent implementations in both forms. A new RLS implementation for the optimized constraint detectors is also presented that eliminates the need for eigendecomposition by using a subspace tracking technique to estimate the required eigenvector. These detectors provide a set of solutions that can attain nearly optimal performance at a reasonable complexity.
A. MOE Detection with Fixed Linear and Quadratic Constraints
In setting the constraint vector to some fixed value in the MOE detector, we would like to find an approximation that is close to the optimal solution across all possible or likely scenarios. This is a difficult problem; however, there are some reasonable ad hoc choices. One possibility is to use , where is a real number between 0 and 1. Another possibility is . Using gives the solution in [12] . Using , we are able to recover the desired user entirely in the interference-and-noise free case, but when interference is present, there may be correlation between this preserved signal and the interference. An optimal value for that makes close to is scenario dependent. From the macrocellular power delay profiles in [27] , the power distribution versus time delay shows most of the power concentrated within the first chip interval after coarse synchronization and the remaining power distributed out over the delay spread. The curves show no obvious pattern, except for a common peak at the first component. Based on this observation, we have chosen with . This choice was verified to offer good performance by computer simulations.
The residual modeling error can be viewed as signal mismatch. Besides this, system mismatch due to other forms of calibration errors, and channel perturbations always exists. Additional robustness to mismatch can be achieved by limiting the weight vector norm [11] , [16] - [18] , [28] . This requires incorporating a quadratic inequality constraint on of the form . The tolerance factor must be chosen appropriately; however, there are guidelines that ensure good performance over a wide range of scenarios [17] , [28] . A typical choice is to set proportional to the squared norm of the quiescent weight vector . The robust MOE receiver design is the solution to the linear and quadratically constrained optimization problem as follows:
This detector has the same form as the detector in (24) with diagonal loading of the data covariance matrix . In the PLIC structure, the adaptive weight vector has the same form as (23) , with diagonal loading of . The optimal amount of loading is related to the quadratic constraint level. There is no closed-form expression for the optimal loading level; however, the weight vector norm decreases monotonically as the loading level is increased [17] , [29] . A comprehensive discussion of the effect of quadratic constraints and diagonal loading on robustness are provided in [17] and [28] .
A robust RLS implementation of the quadratically constrained detector in the PLIC structure was proposed in [16] - [18] . It uses a variable loading procedure to adjust the weight vector to satisfy the quadratic constraint. To implement the equivalent detector in direct form, we developed a new RLS updating procedure for multiple linear constraints. It is in a convenient form for applying the variable loading approach. The algorithm is derived in Appendix A and summarized in Table I .
B. DD-MMSE Detection with Fixed Linear and Quadratic Constraints
Using the basic framework of DD-MMSE detection, we propose to apply the linear constraints in MOE detection to preserve and let denote the optimal MOE detector weights in (24) . The weight vector in (32) can be rewritten as a linear combination of these two weight vectors
The first term is the standard MOE weight vector that satisfies the linear signal preserving constraints, and the second term is the MMSE weight vector transformed into the space orthogonal to the constraints.
The incorporation of a quadratic constraint will provide additional robustness against any residual signal and channel mismatch. The optimization problem in (31) can be reformulated as
The optimal solution has the same form as in (32) but with the data covariance matrix replaced by its loaded version . The linear constraints preserve the output energy of the desired signal, whereas the quadratic constraint improves robustness to mismatch. Even if a series of decision errors occur, these constraints will prevent the output signal power from dropping dramatically, thus mitigating the error propagation effects. On the other hand, when the standard DD-MMSE maintains good performance, these constraints are inherently complied to the maximum extent and will only be minimally activated.
The adaptive implementation consists of updating both and . The algorithms presented in Table I provide updates for and can be modified in a straightforward manner to incorporate an update for . The derivation for the PLIC implementation is given in [19] and extended to its direct form in Appendix B. Both the direct form and PLIC implementations are summarized in Table II .
C. DD-MMSE Detection with Variable Linear Constraints
The optimized constraint approach of [14] can also be applied to constrained DD-MMSE detection. The optimization is carried out in two steps. In the first step, the constraint parameter in (31) is fixed, and the weight vector is optimized for that . In the second step, the receiver output energy is maximized over , assuming that the interference and noise output energies have been suppressed in the previous step. Mathematically, 
II.
The optimal solution to problem I is given in (35), which converts problem II to (39)
Only the first term depends on , and the optimization problem becomes the same as in (27) . The optimized constraint vector is again , where is the principle eigenvector of . The optimized weight vector therefore has the form (40) An adaptive RLS implementation of this detector using the PASTd method of subspace tracking [20] to update is developed in Appendix C and summarized in Table III .
IV. SIMULATIONS
We now investigate the performance of the robust linear MOE and DD-MMSE detectors developed here. We consider a CDMA communication system with multipath propagation in the channel. The desired user has a SNR of 0 dB and a Gold code spreading sequence. There are seven other users, whose spreading sequences are generated randomly. The SNR of the interfering signals are 10 dB higher than that of the desired user. We assume that the maximum multipath spread of the received signal is . The main multipath component of the desired signal is aligned with the observation interval and has half the signal energy. The remaining energy is randomly scattered among three additional multipath components, which are not necessarily aligned with subsequent chip intervals. The phase correlations between the spreading sequence of the desired user and the multipath components are uniformly distributed between 0 and . The RLS versions of the proposed detectors are simulated using a forgetting factor and an initial diagonal loading level of dB. In Figs. 1 and 2 , we present the performance of quadratically constrained blind MOE detectors with different linear constraints. These linear constraints include a single linear constraint of the form (MOE-VL, 1c), multiple linear constraints of the form with the parameter chosen to be (MOE-VL, ), (MOE-VL, ), and , where (MOE-VL, ). The quadratic constraint tolerance factor is chosen to be . For comparison, we also include the standard MOE detector with a single linear constraint and no quadratic constraint (MOE), MOE with optimized constraint (MOE-VC), and the DD-MMSE detector with known data symbols (MMSE). The MMSE detector is impractical for real applications but provides the best case performance for reference. Fig. 1 shows the signal-to-interference-and-noise (SINR) ratio of the different detectors versus snapshots. The standard MOE detector using only a single linear constraint (MOE) cannot handle this multipath channel. There is significant SINR loss due to suppression of the mismatched signal components. Adding a quadratic constraint (MOE-VL, 1c) improves performance significantly. Using multiple linear constraints in addition to the quadratic constraint further improves performance if the constraint vector is chosen well. For this problem, the fixed constraint vectors and give the best overall performance, whereas the constraint vector gives a somewhat poorer performance. The optimized constraint method (MOE-VC) starts out better then the other techniques but settles out at an SINR level slightly lower than than MOE-VL, and MOE-VL, . Even in the best performing techniques, there is still a gap of almost 2 dB to the optimal SINR achievable. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding bit error rate (BER) of the detectors after convergence versus desired signal bit energy-tonoise ratio . At each level, the interfering users are 10 dB above the desired signal. The BER behavior of these detectors are consistent with their SINR behavior. These results show that the use of fixed linear and quadratic constraints in the MOE detector provides a relatively low complexity blind detector that has reasonably good performance in an unknown multipath environment.
In Figs. 3 and 4 , we demonstrate the performance of the different constrained DD-MMSE detectors, including DD-MMSE with a single linear constraint of the form and a quadratic constraint (DD-MMSE-VL, 1c), DD-MMSE with multiple linear constraints of the form and a quadratic constraint (DD-MMSE-VL, ), and the optimized DD-MMSE using variable linear constraints (DD-MMSE-VC). The DD-MMSE detector with known data (MMSE) and the DD-MMSE detector without training (DD-MMSE) are also included for reference. The quadratic constraint tolerance factor is again chosen to be when the quadratic constraint is involved.
The DD-MMSE detector without training is initialized with weights equal to the desired user code vector. At startup, it begins to degrade like the standard MOE detector but eventually is able to recover and achieve optimal performance. A more difficult environment would lead to catastrophic degradation due to error propagation from which the detector could not recover. The constrained DD-MMSE detectors do not suffer the initial performance degradation and adapt quickly to convergence. Using a single linear constraint seems to offer better SINR and BER performance than using either multiple fixed or variable linear constraints or constrained MOE detection. This is probably because the single linear constraint in this example is adequate to prevent error propagation, and it imposes fewer constraints on the otherwise optimal MMSE adaptation. This situation might change when the channel dynamic is so dramatic that multiple linear constraints are necessary to ensure stable transmission at the expense of the steady-state performance. Unlike MOE detection in which constraints are mandatory for symbol recovery, DD MMSE detection uses the linear and quadratic constraints to provide an aid in initialization and to prevent error propagation. Under a stable environment, DD-MMSE with no constraints provides the best adaptive performance. Therefore, constraints are not desirable unless necessary. Multiple linear constraints, a single linear constraint, and the quadratic constraint provide different capabilities to mitigate signal mismatch, and they allow different levels of freedom to the detector. A good constraint design should use the least amount of constraint that is necessary to prevent error propagation. Since the required level is scenario dependent, the choice of different constraints reflects a design tradeoff between allowable and best performance requirements.
All of the constrained MOE and DD-MMSE detectors fall a little short of the steady-state SINR and BER performance of the optimal MMSE detector. This phenomenon is inherent to constraint-based blind adaptive algorithms [29] , [30] . By convergence analysis, the steady-state SINR value of the linearly constrained DD-MMSE algorithm is between that of the MMSE detector with known data symbols and that of the linearly constrained MOE detector [29] .
The algorithms presented here were designed under the assumption that the shifted code sequences span a signal subspace that contains most of the desired user's signal energy. Additional simulations were performed where the assumed was mismatched to the actual simulated channel conditions but are not shown here. When is greater than the actual number of paths, the algorithm performance is not affected. However, when is less than the actual value, there is performance degradation for all algorithms. The degradation is more significant as more total energy is spread beyond the assumed maximum delay spread.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, we explored the use of linear and quadratic constraints to develop robust blind implementations of both the MOE detector and the DD-MMSE detector. New RLS implementations were developed to implement the constrained detectors in both the direct and PLIC structures. We demonstrated that good performance can be achieved in a multipath environment with fixed linear and quadratic constraints in the MOE detector and that better performance can be achieved by a DD-MMSE detector with a blind operation by imposing linear and quadratic constraints or optimized linear constraints.
APPENDIX A DIRECT-FORM MOE-VL
A variable loading technique was proposed in [16] and [17] for implementing a quadratic inequality constraint with RLS updating using the GSC form of the LCMV beamformer. Recognizing the equivalence to the PLIC form of the MOE detector, it was applied to the CDMA problem in [18] . In this Appendix, we present an equivalent direct-form RLS implementation for updating the weight vector without imposing the PLIC/GSC structure. We start from the PLIC implementation developed in [16] - [18] . We first derive a new direct-form RLS algorithm that is in a form convenient for variable loading by converting the PLIC RLS update procedure.
The standard PLIC RLS adaptation for the adaptive weights iterates as follows: According to the analysis in [17] , the variable loading technique adjusts the weight vector in a manner that is close to the optimal solution obtained by exact inversion of the diagonally loaded covariance matrix. It does not contribute significantly to the overall computational load compared with the mainstream computations in the standard RLS updating. Both the PLIC and direct form implementations are summarized in Table I of Section III. Table II of Section III.
APPENDIX C DIRECT FORM AND PLIC DD-MMSE-VC
The optimized constraint MOE detector [14] has the form
where is the eigenvector of corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue. In [26] , an RLS implementation that involved computing at each step and performing the eigendecomposition to extract the desired eigenvector was proposed. We present alternative low-complexity direct and PLIC implementations using subspace tracking.
First, define , and note that for a generic constraint If the constraint is fixed, we get the standard updates and . For optimized constraints, can be adapted by tracking the principle eigenvector of . A number of subspace tracking techniques have been developed in the literature. Among these, the PASTd algorithm [20] is very effective and has an RLS update procedure. Moreover, it tracks the principle components sequentially; therefore, it is ideally suited when only the largest eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector are desired. Its performance is insensitive to knowledge of the subspace dimen-sion, and its computational complexity is linear in the length of the data vector. It tracks the principle eigenvector and eigenvalue of a matrix as follows [20] : (C.11) (C.12) (C. 13) We now have to put into the proper form. In a standard direct-form RLS update, we denote by , which is updated as follows:
(C.14) The PASTd update can be accomplished using (C.11)-(C.13) with as defined above. The subspace tracking can also be performed using instead of , thus saving some computations. Define and . An equivalent update procedure to (C.11)-(C.13) for tracking is (C.23) (C.24) (C.25)
We would expect to be fairly stable for large , and therefore,
. To obtain an easier update computation for , we make the approximation in (C.24) to obtain the following update:
(C.26) Similar considerations were already used in [20] Delayed copies of the code vector are close to orthogonal, and therefore, , and . will have an arbitrary set of orthonormal eigenvectors with eigenvalues all equal to . We can set and choose to be any unit norm vector. A good choice would be the fixed constraint vector , appropriately normalized.
In the optimized constrained DD-MMSE detector, these procedures give the updates for or . The updates for and remain unchanged. The algorithm is summarized in Table III of  Section III. 
